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Abstract: The experimentally characterized hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6
2+ shows a

pentagonal-pyramidal structure involving a carbon-capped five-membered ring. The structural
characterization of this hypercoordination (or hypervalency) gives rise if the aromatic behavior re-
mains in the resulting pentagon ring. Here, we investigated the induced magnetic field of C6(CH3)6

2+

to gain a deeper understanding of the resulting non-classical structural situation in a representative
pentagonal-pyramidal structure. Our results support the view of a C5(CH3)5

−/CCH3
3+ structure,

depicting a π-aromatic pentamethylcyclopentadienyl anion with a 6π-electron kernel, with a capped
carbon which does not decrease the characteristic shielding cone property of the aromatic ring. Hence,
carbon-capped rings are suggested to retain the aromatic behavior from the former aromatic ring.
We expect that the analysis of both the overall magnetic response and NMR chemical shifts may
be informative to unravel the characteristic patterns in the formation of hypervalent carbon atoms
involving non-classical chemical environments.
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1. Introduction

Carbon is a central element in organic chemistry, where the formation of fascinating
non-classical species drives particular interest from the chemical community [1–3]. In
such a field, the appearance of hypercoordinated (or hypervalent) carbon atoms [4–11]
greatly expands the understanding of rules and criteria underlying the stability of cer-
tain structures.

Hypercoordination is common in heavier main group compounds, namely, PF5 and
SF6, but is still very rare in carbon compounds owing to the usual four covalent bonds
within octet rule restrictions. Recent characterization of penta- and hexa-coordinated
carbocations from conclusive X-ray has provided further support to the long search for
such groundbreaking species [12,13]. In particular, the crystal structure determination of
the hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6

2+ [13] settled previous assignations based on
NMR spectroscopy among other experiments [14–16] of pentagonal-pyramidal dications.

An inherent and characteristic behavior of aromatic rings is that they are able to sus-
tain a diamagnetic ring current along the structural backbone, which, in turn, leads to an
induced magnetic field [17–20]. Such behavior is explained through the Pople ring current
model [21], given the free π-electron precession under an applied field. The magnetic
criteria of aromaticity [17,22–26] represent relevant probes widely employed in organic and
inorganic species [19,22,23,27–29]. The use of single probes at the center of each structure
has been discussed since its early introduction, being complemented with a global view
given by the three-dimensional representation of both shielding and deshielding surfaces
as fingerprint characteristics of aromatic species. For aromatic molecules, application
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of a perpendicularly oriented external magnetic field (Bext) gives rise to an opposed in-
duced field (Bind) which shields the former, which exhibits a long-range character with a
complementary deshielding region at the molecular contour [19,20,26,30–32].

Moreover, 13C-NMR studies have facilitated the determination of aromaticity from
experiments in both solution and solid state, where atoms nearby aromatic units are shifted
towards a shielding region [33–35]. In addition, in 13C-NMR, the chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) pattern [36,37] of the non-aromatic C60 and hypothetical aromatic counterpart C60

10+

has been discussed previously, in order to account for the variation in aromaticity for sp2

structural backbones, providing valuable information concerning the local properties at
the nuclei, reflecting an axial symmetry for the aromatic carbon atoms [38].

Herein, we investigated the induced magnetic field and 13C-NMR patterns of the
hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6

2+ [13], in order to gain a deeper understanding
of the resulting situation in the characterized pentagonal-pyramidal structure bearing a
representative hypercoordinated carbon atom.

2. Computational Details

Geometry optimizations and subsequent calculations were performed by using scalar
relativistic DFT methods employing the ADF code [39] with the all-electron triple-ζ Slater
basis set plus the double-polarization (STO-TZ2P) basis, in addition to the PBE0 func-
tional [40–42]. The nuclear magnetic shielding tensors were calculated with the NMR
module of ADF employing gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAO) [31,43–45] with the
exchange expression proposed by Handy and Cohen [46] and the correlation expression
proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [47] (OPBE), and the all-electron STO-TZ2P
basis set. The information gained by Bind, given by the shielding tensor (σ) [30,31,48,49]
according to B(r)

ind = σ(r)Bext, can be generalized around the molecular domain, obtaining
an overall representation of the magnetic response, which was obtained at several points
of the molecular domain in a box of 30 × 30 × 30 Borh3 [50].

3. Results and Conclusion

The structure of the hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6
2+ [13] is characterized by

a pentagonal-pyramidal motif bearing a hypercoordinated carbon atom. The experimental
structure [13] lies in a distorted C5 axis with C−C bond lengths at the bottom C5 ring in the
range of 1.439(3)–1.445(2) Å, and 1.694(2)–1.715(3) Å for the C5–CCH3 bonds, leading to
the formation of the pyramid. A distance from a C5 centroid (point centered within the C5
plane) to CCH3 of 1.18 Å is found. The calculated structure (Figure 1) shows similar values,
with a C5 (centroid)–CCH3 distance of 1.191 Å, and individual C5–CCH3 distances in the
1.712–1.724 Å range. The C5 ring shows C–C bond lengths in the 1.451–1.455 Å range.
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Figure 1. Calculated structure for hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)62+. Figure 1. Calculated structure for hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6

2+.

The electronic structure was analyzed in terms of defined fragments accounting for
the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl (C5(CH3)5

−) motif, further coordinated with a CCH3
3+

carbocation (Figure 2). Interestingly, the bonding features resemble the formation of
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metallocenes [51], leading to the interaction of the π1 and π2,π3 orbitals from the five-
membered ring towards the σ and π orbital sets of the CCH3

3+ fragment. Hence, the
formation of the pentagonal-pyramidal motif is rationalized as the bonding formation of
one σ and two π bonds towards the CCH3

3+ carbocation. This molecular orbital interaction
analysis supports the bonding elements discussed previously on the basis of the intrinsic
bond orbital approach [52].
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Figure 2. Formation of the electronic structure in terms denoting the combination of the set of π
orbitals from [C5(CH3)5]– and CCH3

3+ leading to the formation of both σ and π bonds.

The 13C-NMR spectra depicted by Malischewski and Seppelt [13] show a peak at
125.5 ppm accounting for the C5 ring atoms and at 8.2 ppm for the attached methyl groups,
leaving signals at 21.0 ppm for the carbocation atom and at −4.5 ppm for the CCH3 methyl
group. The calculated (calc.) values are in agreement with the experimental (exp.) data
(Table 1). Such values were compared to the calculated values for the isolated C5(CH3)5

−

ring, with values of 99.3 ppm for C5 ring atoms and 10.8 ppm for attached methyl groups,
denoting that the latter groups remain similar upon the inclusion of the CCH3 carbocation
fragment, with a slight shielding (upfield) shift to 9.1 ppm. Ring atoms, in contrast,
are consequently more affected, showing a deshielding (downfield) shift to 126.2 ppm
(calc.) (125.3 ppm exp.) upon the formation of the pentagonal-pyramidal motif. For the
carbocation atom and its attached methyl group, values amounting to 22.4 and −5.3 ppm
were calculated, respectively.

Table 1. Calculated CSA parameters for different carbon atoms at C5(CH3)5
− and C6(CH3)6

2+,
accounting for the 13C-NMR spectra. Values in ppm.

σ11 σ22 σ33 σiso δ Shift Exp. δ Shift a

C5(CH3)5
−

C5
b 21.8 92.5 151.9 88.7 99.3

CMe1 b 162.7 176.0 192.9 177.2 10.8

C6(CH3)6
2+

C5
b −14.7 45.2 154.9 61.8 126.2 125.3

C b 130.1 136.2 230.5 165.6 22.4 21.0

CMe1 b 163.5 179.2 194.1 178.9 9.1 8.2

CMe2 b 184.1 184.5 211.4 193.3 −5.3 −4.5
a Experimental values taken from [13]. b C5, carbon atoms at the C5 ring; CMe1, methyl groups attached to C5; C,
carbocation; CMe2, methyl group attached to carbocation.

With the aim to exploit the information obtained from the chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) of the shielding tensor related to the chemical shift, we provide a graphical represen-
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tation of the absolute shielding (σij, i,j = 1, 2, 3), allowing to account for the orientation,
magnitude, and sign of the local environment of the atom probe in relation to its own
principal axis system (PAS) [31,53] (Figure 3). Usually, such relevant information is reduced
to a single scalar value when the isotropic representation is employed, related to the regular
solution state of magic-angle spinning solid-state measurements [54]. CSA is described in
terms of the principal components of the shielding tensor given by σ11 < σ22 < σ33, with
σ33 as the most shielded component [55], enabling a clear analysis of the shielding tensor
characteristics and their orientation.
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For the hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6
2+ [13], the main shielding component

(σ33) of the C5 ring atoms are oriented perpendicularly to the C5 plane with a tilt angle
of 14.1◦ (Supplementary Materials), which is in contrast to the uncoordinated C5(CH3)5

−

ring, where it is oriented in a perfect perpendicular orientation (0◦). For the carbocation
atom and its attached methyl group, the σ33 component is oriented along the C5 ring axis,
also following the C–C bond axis.

The shielded value of the methyl group attached to the carbocation atom (CCH3) with
a value located at −4.5 ppm, in addition to the orientation of the shielded component of
the CSA tensor [55], suggests the presence of a shielding region enabled by the bottom
C5(CH3)5 moiety. To further evaluate this point, we provide a graphical representation
of the induced magnetic field under a field oriented perpendicular to the C5 ring plane
(Bz

ind) in Figure 4, enabling the formation of the shielding cone property of aromatic rings,
in agreement with the ring current effect established by Pople [21,26]. Such characteristics
allow providing further validation of the aromatic behavior of the bottom C5 ring within
the hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6

2+, favoring a description of the whole structure
in terms of different fragments.

The obtained Bz
ind isosurface for C6(CH3)6

2+ exhibits interesting features with a
long-ranged shielding cone along the C5 axis, complemented with a deshielding region
lying at the C5 plane. A shielding surface of 1 ppm is found at 7.0 Å from the center of
the C5 ring, whereas for the carbocation capped face, such surface is extended to 8.0 Å,
owing to the contribution from the methyl group. The extension of a 3 ppm shielding
surface is extended up to 4.4 Å for the uncapped side and 6.0 Å for the side incorporating
the CCH3 group. Noteworthy, such characteristics are strongly related to the isolated
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pentamethyl-cyclopentadienyl anion (Cp*−; C5(CH3)5
−) featuring a 6π-electron kernel in a

Húckel aromatic ring.
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For C5(CH3)5
−, the obtained Bz

ind isosurface shows the expected shielding cone
property related to planar aromatics, featuring a shielding surface of 1 ppm located at 7.0 Å
from the center of the ring and of 3 ppm at 4.4 Å. These features are retained in the overall
C6(CH3)6

2+, which, in light of such findings, is composed of a 6π-aromatic ring provided
by the bottom C5(CH3)5 moiety under the magnetic criteria of aromaticity.

Such characteristics provide further validation of the structure of the hexamethyl-
benzene dication C6(CH3)6

2+ as being related to other organometallic half sandwich
species [52], involving the bonding interaction between the 2s and 2p orbitals from the
carbocation atom from the CCH3

3+ fragment, and the set of π1, π2, and π3 orbitals of
the bottom C5(CH3)5 moiety (see above). In agreement with previous discussions [52],
the resulting aromatic character of the pentagonal-pyramid cage appears to be of planar
aromatic, which was initially ascribed as a spherical aromatic structure owing to the close
proximity of the NICS probe to the center of the C5(CH3)5

− ring.
To further address the shielding effect raised from the bottom aromatic C5(CH3)5

−

ring and extended along the CCH3
3+ fragment axis, it leads to the sizable shielding of the

methyl carbon (Figure 5). From the contour plot of the Bz
ind component, the resulting

shielding region raised by the aromatic ring is reinforced by the C–C bond from CCH3
3+,

leading to an enhanced shielding region nearby the latter methyl group, accounting for the
observed results at −4.5 ppm [13] (−5.3 ppm calc.).
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4. Conclusions

In summary, the formation of the hexamethylbenzene dication C6(CH3)6
2+ was dis-

cussed in terms of molecular orbital diagrams as a result of the bonding interaction between
the 2s and 2p orbitals from the carbocation CCH3

3+ atom, and the set of π1, π2, and π3
orbitals of the C5(CH3)5

− moiety. Such bonding features lead to a C5(CH3)5
− → CCH3

3+

charge transfer, similar to half sandwich species.
The 13C-NMR features a sizable downshift of the C5 aromatic ring upon CCH3

3+ coor-
dination. The rationalization as a C5(CH3)5

−–CCH3
3+ aggregate supports the formation

of a planar aromatic ring being capped by the carbocation fragment. Analysis of both
shielding/deshielding regions exposed the strong resemblance between C6(CH3)6

2+ and
the isolated C5(CH3)5

− anion (Cp*−), owing to the related shielding cone property upon a
perpendicularly applied external field.

Such description as a C5(CH3)5
−–CCH3

3+ interaction accounts for the observed shield-
ing 13C-NMR shift for the carbocation attached methyl group. We expect that the analysis
of both the overall magnetic response and NMR local chemical shifts may be informative
for unraveling the characteristic patterns in the formation of hypervalent carbon atoms
involving non-classical chemical environments.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/chemistry3040097/s1, Figure S1: Determination of the tilt angle for the CSA tensor of a
representative carbon atom at C5 moiety in the C6(CH3)6

2+ struc-ture. Red line shows a perfectly
parallel orientation.
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